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Abstract

Managerial decision-makers are increasingly supported by advanced data analyt-

ics and other AI-based technologies, but are often found to be hesitant to follow the

algorithmic advice. We examine how compensation contract design and framing

of an AI algorithm influence decision-makers’ reliance on algorithmic advice and

performance in a price estimation task. Based on a large sample of almost 1,500

participants, we find that compared to a fixed compensation, both compensation

contracts based on individual performance and tournament contracts lead to an in-

crease in invested effort and to more reliance on algorithmic advice. We further find

that using an AI algorithm that is framed as incorporating also human expertise has

positive effects on advice utilization, especially for decision-makers with fixed pay

contracts. By showing how widely used control practices such as incentives and task

framing influence the interaction of human decision-makers with AI algorithms, our

findings have direct implications for managerial practice.
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I Introduction

The emergence of big data has let algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI) enter the everyday

activities of businesses and other organizations. While low-stakes routine tasks are increasingly

being automated by advanced data analytics and other AI-based technologies, high-stakes man-

agerial decision-making has so far been spared from this trend (Keding and Meissner, 2021;

Wilson and Daugherty, 2018). Although managers are typically not replaced by algorithms,

they are frequently supported by technological decision-aids in order to make better informed

and more efficient decisions (Allen and Choudhury, 2022; Choudhury et al., 2020; Raisch and

Krakowski, 2021). However, despite the rapidly improving accuracy of AI algorithms, a grow-

ing number of empirical studies observe that human decision-makers are more likely to rely on

their own judgement or expert opinions than the advice generated by algorithms, a phenomenon

called “algorithm aversion” (Commerford et al., 2022; Dietvorst et al., 2015, 2018).

While previous research has explored how task characteristics (Castelo et al., 2019; Hertz

and Wiese, 2019), the ability to modify an algorithm (Costello et al., 2020; Kawaguchi, 2020), or

various personality traits (e.g., Cao et al., 2022; Dietvorst and Bharti, 2020) influence algorithm

aversion, we know little about how decision-makers’ incentives and the possible incorporation

of human-expert knowledge in AI advice influence how decision-makers deal with algorithmic

advice. In this paper, we attempt to fill this gap by experimentally examining the causal effect

of the design of decision-makers’ compensation contracts and the framing of an AI algorithm

on advice utilization, the decision-makers’ effort, and eventual performance.

From a traditional economics perspective, self-interested decision-makers, when being ex-

posed to performance-based incentives as opposed to rewards not related to performance, should

rely more on a human-outperforming algorithmic decision aid instead of conducting own effort-

ful judgements. However, a three-decades old but still prominently cited stream of experimental

research suggests that incentivizing decision-makers in the presence of an algorithmic decision

aid negatively influences their performance (Arkes et al., 1986; Ashton, 1990). Accordingly,

the provision of financial incentives can “backfire” by encouraging decision-makers to exert

unproductive effort instead of relying on the algorithmic advice (Camerer and Hogarth, 1999).

However, several developments suggest a reexamination of these previous results. First,

due to the more frequent employment of AI-based decision aids in firms and everyday life

over the past decades, attitudes towards algorithms may have changed. Novel methodologies

of aggregating unstructured data emerged since the publication of this older empirical litera-

ture. Second, the use of incentives in compensation contracts of managers, auditors, financial

analysts, and other organizational decision-makers is almost ubiquitous nowadays, potentially

changing their effects on algorithm uptake. Third, most previous studies in this context have

tied decision-makers’ compensation not to absolute but rather to relative (tournament) perfor-
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mance (Arkes et al., 1986; Ashton, 1990; Samuels and Whitecotton, 2011). Under tournament

contracts, decision-makers are not necessarily incentivized to make good judgements, but rather

to outperform fellow competitors, which may be driving the observed negative performance ef-

fect. Artificial intelligence algorithms also do not exist in a vacuum, as they are developed and

trained by human experts and thus typically incorporate human expertise input when providing

advice. If and how decision-makers react differently when knowing that human experts were

involved in the generation of algorithmic advice, and whether financial incentives might have a

different effect under those circumstances, remains an open empirical question.

Thus, our study intends to shed further light on how different incentive contracts influence

decision-makers’ interactions with modern AI algorithms. More specifically, we empirically test

the behavioral arguments about the “backfiring” of financial incentives as brought forward by

Arkes et al. (1986) and Ashton (1990) against more mainstream economic arguments of rational

decision-making. In contrast to other more recent experimental studies on incentives and

algorithm use (i.e., Neumann et al., 2022; Samuels and Whitecotton, 2011), we directly compare

how different compensation contract designs (fixed payment, performance-based incentives, and

tournament incentives) influence decision-makers’ advice utilization from differently framed AI

algorithms. In addition, we observe their invested efforts to analyze contextual information and

their eventual task performance. This approach allows us to empirically examine if and when

the provision of financial incentives can exacerbate or mitigate algorithm aversion.

In our experiment, about 1,500 participants estimate the price per night of multiple Airbnb

apartments in Vienna. Participants receive the actual apartment listing information, which

includes the cover photo, textual descriptions, a city map with the approximate location, and

customer review scores. In addition, they are provided with imperfect price predictions by an AI

algorithm, which, with a 30% average deviation, outperforms typical human price estimations.

The algorithmic predictions are based on a random forest model and the knowledge of five local

renting market experts. In a 3 × 3 factorial between-subjects design, we manipulate the type

of compensation contract and the framing of algorithmic advice. In particular, participants

are compensated with either a fixed payment, incentives based on individual performance, or

tournament incentives. In terms of algorithmic advice, participants either receive no algorithmic

price predictions, price predictions with a description focusing on the random forest model of

the AI algorithm, or price predictions with a description highlighting the involvement of human

experts. As main dependent variables, we measure participants’ use of the algorithm (weight

of advice), their exerted effort (duration), and their task performance (deviation from actual

apartment prices).

In our large sample, we find that both types of incentive contracts lead to a substantially

higher reliance on algorithmic advice compared to a fixed payment (although we observe a
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marginally higher advice utilization with individual performance contracts compared to tour-

nament contracts). Further, we observe that both performance-based and tournament incen-

tives have similar positive effects on effort, as well as non-negative effects on performance,

relative to a fixed payment. Thus, we observe no evidence that incentives induce decision-

makers to exert unproductive effort or undermine their use of algorithmic advice. Concerning

our human-framed AI advice treatment, we find that participants with a fixed payment rely

more on algorithmic advice when knowing that also human experts were involved in the devel-

opment of the AI algorithm. However, such human expert framing of the AI algorithm does not

give an additional boost to the advice utilization of decision-makers with performance-based or

tournament incentives.

We thereby contribute to different academic conversations on algorithm use in contemporary

research in various fields such as accounting, economics, management, and psychology. First,

our research highlights under which circumstances human decision-makers and AI algorithms

can collaborate to augment each other’s strengths, and is thus related to an emerging litera-

ture on human-machine interactions in augmented decision-making, both in accounting (e.g.,

Costello et al., 2020; Emett et al., 2021; Liu, 2022), and the broader management literature

(e.g., Allen and Choudhury, 2022; Choudhury et al., 2020; Raisch and Krakowski, 2021).

Second, numerous contemporary studies found that decision-makers frequently distrust al-

gorithms, in particular when the algorithm makes mistakes from time to time (e.g., Chen et al.,

2021; Dietvorst et al., 2015; Prahl and Van Swol, 2017). For instance, in an auditing context,

Commerford et al. (2022) and Cao et al. (2022) show that decision-makers trust algorithmic

advice less than human expert advice. In contrast to previous research, we do not manipulate

human versus algorithmic advice but rather show that simply mentioning the involvement of

human experts in the development of an AI algorithm can increase decision-makers’ reliance

on advice, especially when they have fixed pay contracts. Thereby, we add a new perspective

to the literature on human trust in AI (e.g., Glikson and Woolley, 2020).

Third, our study answers recent calls for more research into the effectiveness of financial

incentives in decision-making tasks with algorithmic advice (e.g., Burton et al., 2020; Neumann

et al., 2022; Zellner et al., 2021). Older, but still prominently cited research in accounting

and psychology highlights the “paradoxical” phenomenon that incentives undermine poten-

tially positive effects of algorithmic decision-aids (Arkes et al., 1986; Ashton, 1990). In line

with other more recent experimental studies (Neumann et al., 2022), we do not observe such

incentive-induced algorithm aversion in our contemporaneous setting with a contextually-rich

price estimation task, a modern random forest algorithm, and salient financial incentives. Based

on our high-powered study, we rather conclude that financial incentives increase both effort and

use of algorithmic advice. This is good news for managerial decision-makers contemplating the
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introduction of algorithms. Thereby, we contribute not only to a long-standing stream of ac-

counting research on financial incentives in judgement and decision-making tasks (e.g., Awasthi

and Pratt, 1990; Ding and Beaulieu, 2011; Farrell et al., 2014; Libby and Lipe, 1992; Libby

and Luft, 1993), but also to business practice by explaining how to manage human-machine

interactions in organizational decision-making (e.g., Kellogg et al., 2020; Murray et al., 2021;

Shrestha et al., 2019).

Our paper proceeds as follows. In Section II we review previous research on the effect of

incentives on algorithm use, as well as algorithm aversion and its roots in general. Section III

describes our experimental design and procedures, and develops specific hypotheses for our

experiment with respect to defined independent and dependent variables. Section IV presents

the data analysis and discusses our results, while Section V concludes.

II Previous research

Previous research has pointed to various reasons for why decision-makers do not sufficiently

use or trust algorithmic advice.1 A traditional stream of research examines the role of financial

incentives in decision-making tasks with algorithmic advice, in particular a potential back-firing

effect of incentives. A more contemporaneous stream of literature highlights that decision-

makers generally trust advice from (artificial intelligence) algorithms less than advice from

human experts.

II.A Financial Incentives in Decision-Making Tasks with Algorithmic Advice

According to basic economic theory, self-interested individuals would always work harder and

more effectively if their compensation is properly tied to performance. In their review of ex-

perimental studies on judgement and decision-making tasks, Camerer and Hogarth (1999) find

that the provision of financial incentives has mostly positive effects on performance by improv-

ing the recall of remembered items, mitigating anchoring bias, and reducing the variance of

decision quality. More recently, Ding and Beaulieu (2011) show that in a balanced-scorecard

based judgement task, the provision of financial incentives reduces the unintended influence of

decision-makers’ affective biases (e.g., mood, emotions) on decision outcomes. Similarly, in a se-

ries of experiments, Farrell et al. (2014) collect behavioral and brain-activity data showing that

performance-based incentives induce decision-makers to process information more analytically

and to make more economically desirable investment choices.

1For an overview of how people deal with human advice in various conditions and under various incentives,
see Schotter (2023).
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However, some empirical studies suggest that incentives can also backfire. Bonner et al.

(2000) find that the likelihood of observing positive effects of financial incentives on performance

decreases in the complexity of the task and required skills. A particular “backfiring” of financial

incentives has been observed in the presence of algorithmic advice. Although the effortful

task of combining algorithmic advice with human judgement would intuitively benefit from

incentivizing human decision-makers (Burton et al., 2020), experimental studies by Arkes et al.

(1986) and Ashton (1990) find that, in the presence of algorithmic decision aids, incentivized

subjects perform worse on judgement and decision-making tasks than unincentivized subjects.

To explain this “paradoxical” effect, Ashton (1990) contends that decision-makers may want

to outperform the algorithmic advice using heuristics. Similarly, Camerer and Hogarth (1999)

as well as Awasthi and Pratt (1990) suggest that financial incentives may motivate decision-

makers to exert too much, misdirected effort. Samuels and Whitecotton (2011) suggest that

both the size and the direction of the “backfiring” effect of financial incentives may depend on

the amount of contextual information available to decision-makers in addition to the algorithmic

advice.

Apart from those behavioral explanations, there is also a possible explanation for the pre-

viously observed “backfiring” effect of financial incentives in algorithm-augmented decision-

making that is more consistent with standard utility theory. To date, almost all experiments

on judgement and decision-making with algorithmic advice have tied compensation not to ab-

solute but rather to relative performance (e.g., Arkes et al., 1986; Ashton, 1990; Samuels and

Whitecotton, 2011). However, as already Ashton (1990) and more recently Burton et al. (2020)

have suggested, the counter-productive effect of financial incentives could be contingent on the

particular design of the performance-based compensation contract. With tournament incen-

tives, decision-makers are not necessarily incentivized to make good judgements but rather to

outperform fellow competitors (Lazear and Rosen, 1981). When all competitors have access to

the same algorithmic advice, an advantage can only be gained through deviating from the pro-

vided algorithmic advice by relying more on own private information (see also Lichtendahl Jr.

and Winkler, 2007; Ottaviani and Sørensen, 2006). As a consequence, decision-makers with

tournament incentives might perform worse on a judgement task than when exposed to indi-

vidual performance incentives or no monetary incentives at all. Our study adds to this literature

by systematically studying the effects of individual performance and tournament incentives on

decision-makers’ uptake of algorithmic advice and performance.

II.B Human (Dis)trust in Algorithmic Advice

Apart from financial incentives, numerous other factors may influence the propensity of decision-

makers to trust algorithmic advice. Due to recent improvements in AI, algorithmic advice has
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become superior to human expert advice in many decision-making settings (e.g., Choudhury

et al., 2020; Dietvorst and Bharti, 2020). As a result, decision-makers should disregard algorith-

mic advice only when their human intuition, tacit knowledge, and experience allows them to

interpret contextual circumstances in a superior way (Raisch and Krakowski, 2021). However,

humans tend to overestimate their own decision-making capabilities, which leads to inferior

performance (see e.g., Hoffman et al., 2017, in a hiring context).

A stream of (experimental) research on “algorithm aversion” has identified various con-

tingencies that influence decision-makers’ trust in algorithmic advice. Dietvorst et al. (2015)

observe that decision-makers more quickly lose confidence in an algorithmic decision aid than

in a human expert when seeing it make a mistake. Similarly, Efendić et al. (2020) show that

decision-makers judge slowly generated advice from algorithmic decision aids to be of lower

quality than slowly generated human advice. Dietvorst and Bharti (2020) find that decision-

makers favor riskier, and often worse-performing, human judgement whenever they feel that an

algorithm is unlikely to give a near-perfect advice. In an applied accounting setting, Commer-

ford et al. (2022) show that auditors, who receive contradictory evidence from an AI decision

aid (instead of a human specialist), rely less on the advice when proposing audit adjustments.

Similarly, Chen et al. (2021) observe that managers perceive negative sales forecasts as being

less credible when they come from algorithms than human experts.2

The distrust in algorithmic advice also seems to be task-dependent. For instance, Castelo

et al. (2019) show that algorithmic decision aids are trusted less for tasks that seem rather

subjective versus objective in nature. Hertz and Wiese (2019) find that people trust advice from

an algorithmic source more when working on analytical tasks than social tasks. A laboratory

experiment by Dietvorst et al. (2018) as well as a field experiment by Kawaguchi (2020) observe

that giving human decision-makers the possibility to modify an algorithmic advice substantially

increases their propensity to use the algorithmic decision aid, which can have a positive effect on

their performance. In a hiring context, Dargnies et al. (2022) show that providing overconfident

managers with feedback on their past hiring performance increases their voluntary adoption

of algorithmic advice, while providing more details about how the algorithm works does not.

Finally, in an experiment, Jung and Seiter (2021) find that algorithm aversion vanishes when

decision-makers are working under time pressure. We contribute to this literature by testing

how framing algorithmic advice as having human expertise input affects trust in the algorithm

and resulting performance. We also explore how such an intervention to increase trust interacts

with the provision of financial incentives.

2One exception is Logg et al. (2019), who find that people adhere more to advice when they think it comes
from an algorithm than from a human individual. However, this “algorithm appreciation” vanishes when people
have to choose between their own advice and algorithms, or when they have more knowledge about the task.
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III Experimental design, procedures, and hypotheses

Our experiment employs a 3× 3 factorial between-subjects design in order to study the effect

of individual and tournament incentives as well as human-expert-framing of algorithmic advice

on decision-makers’ algorithm use, their exerted effort, and their task performance.

III.A Task

Participants had to estimate the price per night of Airbnb apartments in Vienna (Austria) as

of June 2021. Out of a sample of 11,567 listings obtained from the open-source project In-

side Airbnb (www.insideairbnb.com), 10 apartment listings were selected which were no longer

publicly available on the Airbnb platform at the time of the experiment (so prices could not

be looked up through a search). For each listing, participants were provided with a substantial

amount of contextual information from the original listing.3 Each participant received the 10

listings in random order, one by one. In order to reduce spillovers both between tasks and be-

tween participants, our experimental subjects did not receive feedback about their performance,

neither in-between tasks nor at the end of the study.

III.B Independent Variable 1: Compensation Contract Design

To examine how the design of decision-makers’ compensation contracts influences their use of

the algorithmic advice and their eventual task performance, we manipulate how participants

get paid. Participants, if selected to be paid (see below for details on our implementation of

a between-subjects random incentive system), either received a performance-independent fixed

payment, individual performance-based incentives, or tournament incentives.

More specifically, in the fixed payment condition, participants received a lump sum of

EUR 50 for completing the price estimation task, not contingent on their task perfor-

mance. Participants in the performance-based incentives condition were paid according to

an incentive-compatible binarized quadratic scoring rule (Hossain and Okui, 2013). They

received either a payment of EUR 100 or EUR 0, with the probability of the large prize

being (quadratically) contingent on their performance in the price estimation task, equaling

max{100− 0.2× (estimate− true price)2, 0}. Theoretically, this payment rule also neutralizes

risk attitudes (of expected utility maximizers).4

3This includes original listing title, cover photo, room type (entire apartment or private room), district of
Vienna and an approximate location on a city map, number of accommodated guests, number of bedrooms,
number of beds, number of bathrooms, superhost status, identity verification status, number of reviews, average
overall review rating, average review rating within six categories (Accuracy, Cleanliness, Check-in, Communi-
cation, Location, and Value), and the original “About this space” description (limited to 500 characters). See
Appendix C for screenshots of the task presentation.

4For implementation, we randomly drew a number between 0 and 100. If the score was higher than or equal
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In the third, tournament incentives condition, participants are randomly paired with a

second participant to determine their relative performance. In each pair, the better performing

participant (i.e., the one with the lower deviation from the true apartment price) receives a

payment of EUR 100, while the worse performing participant receives EUR 0.

III.C Independent Variable 2: Algorithmic Advice and its Framing

To examine if and how the effect of financial incentives might be different in the absence

versus the presence of an algorithmic decision aid, we manipulate between-subjects whether

participants receive advice from an AI algorithm or not, and how the inclusion of human

expertise in the algorithmic advice is framed.

In the no advice condition, participants worked on the price estimation task only based on

the provided contextual information, without any algorithmic decision aid. In the conditions

AI advice and human-AI advice, participants had to submit two estimates for each of the 10

listings: first without any advice using only the contextual information (as in the no advice

condition), and then again after receiving a prediction from an algorithm.

To provide participants with algorithmic advice, we developed a random forest model that

utilizes the full dataset of 11,567 apartment listings in Vienna and generates price predictions

based on numerous numerical input variables.5 In addition, we obtained price estimates for

the selected apartments from five experts who all have experience in renting out apartments

in Vienna on the Airbnb platform. Those experts completed the task in advance, without

an algorithmic decision aid. The final algorithmic decision aid displayed a weighted average

of those two estimates, with the random forest model weighing 80% and the average human

expert estimate weighing 20%. Participants know that this algorithmic aid has an average

error of about 30% and that it derives its price predictions based on several components. In

our context, the algorithm easily outperforms an average human decision-maker.6

The two algorithmic advice conditions only differ in the framing of the algorithm. In the

human-AI advice condition, we de-emphasize the random forest model, but highlight the human

expert involvement. However, note that in both conditions, participants receive exactly the

same algorithmic advice. For a rational Bayesian decision-maker, only the eventual precision

to that random number, the participant received EUR 100, and EUR 0 otherwise. In theory, this approach
allows us to elicit subjects’ truthful beliefs independent of their risk attitudes. See Schotter and Trevino (2014),
Schlag et al. (2015), or Charness et al. (2021) for reviews of theoretical and empirical evidence on incentive-
compatible scoring rules. To ease understanding of the binarized scoring rule, we additionally provided a table
mapping different estimation errors to probabilities for the high prize, and explain that the more accurate a
participant’s price estimations, the higher is the chance to receive the EUR 100 reward.

5Specifically, these are apartment type, number of bed rooms, number of beds, number of accommodated
guests, district of Vienna, number of reviews, average review rating, and superhost status.

6The average relative error of participants in our no-advice condition is 76.50%, with 95% of participants
performing worse than the algorithm.
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of the given advice is relevant, not on how many and which sources it relies. In this sense, our

human-AI advice condition is purely a framing manipulation.

III.D Dependent Variables: Algorithm Use, Effort, and Estimation Error

Our three main dependent variables are participants’ use of the algorithm (measured as the

weight of advice), their exerted effort duration (measured as time in seconds), and their per-

formance (measured as the absolute estimation error).

First, for those participants who receive algorithmic advice, we measure how much they

rely on this advice when making price estimations. In line with previous experimental research

on advice-taking in judgment tasks and algorithm aversion (e.g., Logg et al., 2019; Prahl and

Van Swol, 2017; see Bonaccio and Dalal, 2006, for an overview), we measure participants’ al-

gorithm use as the weight of advice based on a definition established by Harvey and Fischer

(1997), by relating the absolute difference between participants’ final and initial price estima-

tion to the absolute difference between the algorithmic advice and participants’ initial price

estimation. Since, as Bonaccio and Dalal (2006) discuss, this definition may lead to ambigu-

ous values or values larger than 1 in certain cases (e.g., when initial and final estimate are on

different sides of the algorithmic advice), we censor the weight of advice to values between 0

and 1, and set it to zero in case decision-makers’ final price estimation moves in the opposite

direction of the advice.7

Weight of advice = min

(

max

(

0,
abs (final price estimation− initial price estimation)

abs (algorithmic advice− initial price estimation)

)

, 1

)

As a second dependent variable, we measure how much effort participants exert on the

price estimation task, by collecting data on the time (in seconds) that participants devote to

estimating the price per night for each Airbnb apartment (“effort duration”, see Bonner and

Sprinkle, 2002). For participants receiving algorithmic advice, effort duration is the sum of the

time spent on the initial price estimation and the time spent on the final price estimation. For

participants in the no advice condition, effort duration measures the time spent on their initial

(and only) price estimation. In our analyses, we discuss differences in the time spent in total

as well as on the initial and final price estimation.

Third, in line with antecedent research on algorithm aversion (e.g., Dietvorst et al., 2015,

2018), we define participants’ performance in the decision-making task in terms of their esti-

mation error, which we measure as the absolute deviation between their final price estimation

and the actual listing price of the apartment on the Airbnb platform.

7We note that when the algorithmic advice is identical to a decision-maker’s initial estimate, the weight of
advice is undefined. In total, we have 179 cases of undefined weight of advice, which represents less than 2% of
all advice observations. Since there is no established approach to correct those undefined values, we omit them
in the respective analysis.
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III.E Experimental Procedures

We recruited participants from experimental laboratory subject pools at three large public uni-

versities in Austria via the recruitment system ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). Each invited person

received a unique invitation link, allowing us track (potential) double participation. We receive

1,634 full responses. 117 participants fail an attention check (see below). We exclude a further

28 participants from the analysis due to potential double participation (using the same invi-

tation link, though they may indeed be different subjects) or missing contact details, leaving

a remaining sample of 1,489 participants for analysis. The mean age of our participants was

25 years, and 61% were female. About 50% are undergraduate students, 40% are graduate

students, and the remaining 10% either completed their studies or pursue more advanced post-

graduate studies. About 53% of the final sample are Austrian nationals, 16% are German, with

the remaining participants being from 64 different countries.

Our experiment was self-paced, programmed in Qualtrics. Participants were randomly as-

signed to one of the 9 experimental conditions. After an informed consent screen, participants

received instructions conditional on the treatments (see Appendix C for instructions and screen-

shots). Before participants proceeded to the actual price estimation task, they had to correctly

answer some comprehension check questions.

As another check of proper participation and attention, we added an “attention check list-

ing” to the 10 actual apartment listings, for which all participants need to submit “1,000” as

price per night. Participants were informed that there may be an attention check and that

failing to pass it would lead to their exclusion from payoffs.

After completing the main experimental task, participants answered a post-experiment-

questionnaire that included measures for demographics, risk-taking attitudes (item based on

Dohmen et al., 2011; Tasoff and Zhang, 2022), task enjoyment (intrinsic motivation), overcon-

fidence, information reliance, unfamiliarity challenges, and source credibility (item based on

Chen et al., 2021). On the final screen, we also asked them to provide us with their full name

and email address as we needed this information to administrate payments.8

The study ran for about a week in early December 2021. Across all experimental conditions,

the median time to complete the experiment was 19 minutes. After the study concluded, we

randomly selected 102 participants for payment. These participants earned either EUR 0, EUR

50, or EUR 100, depending on their experimental condition (see above) and their performance

in one of their 10 or 20 estimation tasks.9 On average, these selected participants received a

8Only one participant did not provide these contact details (and is excluded from the final sample).
9We thus use a “between-subjects random incentive system”. Theoretical and empirical evidence in experi-

mental economics (see, e.g., Azrieli et al., 2018; Charness et al., 2016) suggests that this is incentive-compatible
and preempts wealth effects and hedging strategies, and that participants appear to react more strongly to the
nominal value of a payment than to the probability of receiving that payment (see, e.g., March et al., 2016). We
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payment of EUR 45.10 via bank transfer. This implies an (ex-post) average payment of EUR

3.09 across the full sample for a 19-minutes task.

III.F Hypotheses

Previous empirical evidence and theoretical arguments (see Section II) suggest testable hypothe-

ses for our experimental design. We first test a set of competing hypotheses. Hypothesis 1a

follows previous experimental “backfiring” evidence (Arkes et al., 1986; Ashton, 1990; Camerer

and Hogarth, 1999) where the provision of financial incentives causes decision-makers to exert

more unproductive effort and to rely less on algorithmic advice, which eventually undermines

their performance. This perspective is contrasted in Hypothesis 1b with the economic theory

argument that financial incentives should lead to more algorithm use and better performance,

given a reasonably powerful algorithm that outperforms an average human decision-maker.

Hypothesis 1a. Decision-makers with financial incentives rely less on algorithmic advice (and

perform worse) than decision-makers who receive a fixed payment.

Hypothesis 1b. Decision-makers with financial incentives rely more on algorithmic advice

(and perform better) than decision-makers who receive a fixed payment.

Our second hypothesis posits differences between financial incentives that are based on abso-

lute decision-making performance (i.e., performance-based incentives) and financial incentives

that are based on relative decision-making performance (i.e., tournament incentives). Based on

previously discussed arguments (Ashton, 1990; Burton et al., 2020; Lichtendahl Jr. andWinkler,

2007; Ottaviani and Sørensen, 2006), we expect decision-makers with tournament incentives to

rely less on algorithmic advice since they are incentivized to outperform fellow competitors who

also receive advice from the same algorithm. As a consequence, their performance may suffer.

Hypothesis 2. Decision-makers with tournament incentives rely less on algorithmic advice

(and perform worse) than decision-makers with performance-based incentives.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, previous research has always compared the trust

in advice from an algorithmic decision aid to the trust in advice from a human expert, with

decision-makers preferring to receive advice from the latter source (e.g., Castelo et al., 2019;

Chen et al., 2021; Commerford et al., 2022; Dietvorst et al., 2015). However, this is not the only

alternative. A potentially promising approach is to combine artificial and human intelligence,

algorithmic advice and expert input (Raisch and Krakowski, 2021), to “humanize” algorithmic

advice. We thus test whether, holding algorithmic performance and advice constant, an AI

pay 102 participants instead of 100 as announced because we needed to form matched pairs in the tournament
incentive conditions after random selection of participants.
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algorithm that is augmented by human expertise is trusted more than an AI algorithm that is

only based on machine input, and as a consequence leads to higher performance.

Hypothesis 3. Decision-makers rely more on algorithmic advice (and perform better) when

an AI algorithm also considers human expertise.

Our full-factorial design also allows us to investigate potential interaction effects between

providing monetary incentives and changing the framing of algorithmic advice. However, it is

difficult to predict such interaction effects ex-ante. First, there is a lack of previous research

upon which we could build our prediction. Second, we have a set of competing hypotheses for

the effect of financial incentives, and moderating effects of AI advice may differ depending on

direction and mechanism of incentive main effects. For instance, if financial incentives induce

decision-makers to focus on the low average prediction error of the algorithm, we may expect

that framing in the description of the AI advice will have less of an effect, such that the human-

expert framing could have a stronger effect on decision-makers with a fixed payment than on

decision-makers with performance-based or tournament incentives. However, if financial incen-

tives induce decision-makers to exert unproductive effort and to generally distrust algorithmic

advice, the human-expert framing of the algorithm could counteract this negative effect. Thus,

we will treat possible interactions as an exploratory analysis, chartering new territory without

a specific hypothesis.

IV Results

In the presentation of our results, we start by discussing the distribution of participants’ es-

timates with respect to the advice given by the algorithm. We then present the outcomes in

terms of our three main dependent variables, weight of advice, time spent on the task, and

estimation error. We use regressions to analyze differences between our treatment conditions.

This is followed by a discussion of responses to our post-experimental questionnaire and their

relation to our variables of interest. We conclude this section with a discussion of our results

with respect to the hypotheses laid out in the previous section.

IV.A Distribution of Estimates

Our participants often deviate from algorithmic advice. The maximum average weight of advice

across experimental conditions is less than 50%, indicating some degree of algorithm aversion.

The normalized histograms in Figure 1 present the relative deviation of participants’ own price

estimations from the algorithmic predictions. The first histogram focuses on the estimates of

participants who do not receive any algorithmic advice, and thus have to make only one price

13



FIGURE 1: Relative Deviation of Initial and Final Price Estimations from

Algorithmic Price Predictions
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estimation for each of the 10 listings. We observe that estimates vary considerably. Most

of those estimates are in the range of -50% to +100% relative to what the algorithm would

have advised, with no clearly observable peak. In general, participants tend to over-estimate

apartment prices relative to the algorithm (mean of +42%, median of +24%, std.dev. of 87%),

with some extreme outliers in the right tail. In the second histogram this is contrasted by the

distribution of the initial price estimations by participants in treatments where algorithmic

advice is given. While these are estimates before the participant received algorithmic advice for

the particular task, we observe a compression of the distribution compared to estimates with no

advice at all (mean of +15%, median of +6%, std.dev. of 54%). This is likely due to learning

effects across tasks: algorithmic advice received for earlier tasks calibrates estimates given in

later tasks. However, the spread across estimates is still significant. Finally, the third histogram

shows the distribution of participants’ final price estimations, which they make after receiving

algorithmic advice. In contrast to the first two histograms, participants’ price estimations

are almost symmetrically centered around the algorithmic price prediction (mean of +7% and

median of +4%), and the number of outliers is substantially lower (std.dev. of 24%). This

14



indicates that participants respond to algorithmic advice by moving their estimation towards

the advice. However, while the modal deviation from advice is zero, there is still substantial

variation above and below the algorithmic price prediction.

IV.B Aggregate Results

Figure 2 presents means and standard errors of our three dependent variables weight of ad-

vice, time spent on task, and performance (measured as absolute estimation error) for our

fully-crossed factorial design of three incentive treatments (fixed payment, performance-based

incentives, and tournament incentives) with three advice treatments (no advice, AI advice, and

human-AI advice).

Concerning algorithm use, the figures in the first row show that in the AI advice condition,

participants’ weight of advice is substantially higher when they receive performance pay (mean

0.480) or compete in a tournament (mean 0.444) than when they are compensated with a fixed

payment (mean 0.383). This positive effect of financial incentives on algorithm use, relative

to fixed pay, is similar in the human-AI advice condition, although the margins are smaller.

Further, participants whose compensation is contingent on winning a tournament, show a some-

what lower weight of advice than participants whose compensation is performance-based, but

still substantially higher compared to participants who receive a fixed payment. Finally, for

fixed-pay participants the weight of advice is visibly higher in the human-AI condition than in

the AI advice condition, while there are no discernible differences in the performance pay and

tournament treatments.

The second row shows how much time (in seconds) participants spend on each price esti-

mation (“effort duration”), contingent on our treatments. Irrespective of whether they receive

algorithmic advice or not, participants consistently spend more time on the price estimation

task when their compensation is based on performance or contingent on winning a tourna-

ment than when they receive a fixed payment.10 For instance, in the no advice condition, fixed

pay participants work on average for 41.66 seconds, while participants spend 44.76 seconds on

the task when they receive performance pay and 45.12 seconds when they are competing in

a tournament. The difference in the effort duration between unincentivized and incentivized

participants in the AI advice and in the human-AI advice conditions is even bigger. However,

there is no visible difference in the time spent between performance pay and tournament pay.

The last row shows participants’ performance on the task in terms of their absolute esti-

mation error. (Note that the y-scale in the left figure in this row is different to the y-scales of

the middle and right figure.) Participants in the AI advice and the human-AI advice condi-

10Differences in the time between the no advice treatment and the two advice treatments should be interpreted
cautiously due to our one-stage vs. two-stage experimental design. See our detailed discussion below.
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FIGURE 2: Treatment Averages for Weight of Advice, Time on the Task, and

Estimation Error
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tions have substantially lower estimation errors compared to participants who do not receive

algorithmic advice. In all three advice conditions, participants who receive performance pay or

compete in tournaments have lower, or at least equally low, estimation errors as participants

who receive a fixed payment. However, as our analysis below will show, these latter differences

are generally not statistically significant at a customary level.

IV.C Regression Analyses

In Tables 1, 2, and 3, we present results from different OLS models regressing our three de-

pendent variables weight of advice, time, and estimation error, respectively, on incentive and

algorithmic advice treatment indicators. All regressions use robust standard errors clustered

by participant and control for apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects. Depending on

the specification, we also include demographic control variables for gender, age, education, and

nationality.11

Weight of Advice. Table 1 shows OLS regression results for weight of advice. In model 1,

we regress the weight of advice on a dummy variable for performance pay as well as a dummy

variable for tournament incentives. In model 2, we include a dummy variable for the framing of

the algorithm as human-AI advice. In the third model we include interaction terms of human-

AI advice with performance pay as well as with tournament incentives. Finally, in model 4, we

include all of the aforementioned dummies and interaction terms, and control for demographic

characteristics. Across all models, we find that both performance pay as well as tournament

incentives have a significant and positive effect on the weight of advice. We observe a difference

of 0.031 in the weight of advice between performance-based and tournament incentives, which,

however, is statistically not significant (p = 0.128).12

Regressions (2), (3) and (4) indicate a positive main effect of human-AI advice (compared

to “regular” AI advice) on advice utilization. However, as the interaction effects in model

(4) indicate, this effect is mainly driven by participants with a fixed compensation contract,

while the human-AI framing makes little difference for participants with performance-based

incentives (β = 0.000, p = 0.983) or tournament incentives (β = 0.011, p = 0.554).

Time Spent on Task. In Table 2, we present results from six OLS regression models of time

spent on the experimental task. Independents include dummy variables for performance pay and

11We also ran all regressions reported here and below as (1) Tobit models with robust standard errors
clustered by participant, (2) random (participant) effects models with robust standard errors, and (3) Tobit
random effects models. All findings are identical in terms of direction and statistical significance, and thus our
inferences remain unchanged. These regressions are included in our replication package. In the discussion below
we focus on the simple OLS models.

12When running the regression using only data from the AI advice conditions, the difference is 0.035 (p =
0.084).
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TABLE 1: OLS Regressions of Weight on Advice on

Treatments

(1) (2) (3) (4)
PerformancePay 0.071*** 0.073*** 0.097*** 0.095***

(0.015) (0.015) (0.021) (0.021)
Tournament 0.041*** 0.042*** 0.063*** 0.064***

(0.014) (0.014) (0.020) (0.020)
HumanAIAdvice 0.022* 0.051** 0.050**

(0.012) (0.021) (0.021)
HumanAIAdvice × PerfPay -0.050 -0.048

(0.030) (0.030)
HumanAIAdvice × Tourn -0.040 -0.044

(0.028) (0.028)
IsFemale -0.011

(0.012)
Age 0.001

(0.001)
HasUnivDegree -0.028**

(0.013)
IsAustrian -0.020

(0.013)
Constant 0.450*** 0.438*** 0.423*** 0.442***

(0.021) (0.022) (0.023) (0.041)

Observations 9,711 9,711 9,711 9,711
R-squared 0.026 0.027 0.028 0.030
N Participants 989 989 989 989

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by participant. *, **, and *** indicate statis-
tical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. All regressions control for
apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects.

tournament incentives, for human-AI advice, and their interaction effects. As before, regressions

control for apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects.13 The first two models use the total

time spent on the estimation task (i.e., the sum of the time spent on the initial estimation task

before advice and the final estimation task after receiving advice) as the dependent variable.

Model (1) specifically focuses on overall incentive effects over all treatments, while Model (2)

only uses data from the two-stage advice treatments and also distinguishes incentive effects

between AI advice (baseline) and human-AI advice conditions. The next three models only

13We ran the same models also with demographic controls included, reported in Table 6 in Supplementary
Appendix A. Results for treatment effects reported here do not differ in any way. Some of these additional
regressions indicate that male, younger, and Austrian participants as well as those who already completed a
university degree tend to need less time for the experimental task.
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consider the time spent on the initial estimation task, before advice, either for all treatments

(3), only the no advice treatments (4, where initial estimate time equals total time), or only

the advice treatments (5). The last regression model (6) uses the time spend on the second

estimation task (in the advice treatments) as dependent.

TABLE 2: OLS Regressions of time spent on task

Time spent on
Dependent Both estimates Initial estimate Final estimate
Conditions All Advice All No Advice Advice

only advice only
Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

PerformancePay 5.137*** 7.287*** 4.942*** 3.205 6.464*** 0.823
(1.549) (2.793) (1.401) (2.437) (2.379) (0.668)

Tournament 4.854*** 5.871** 4.311*** 3.641 5.501** 0.370
(1.539) (2.543) (1.377) (2.396) (2.133) (0.728)

HumanAIAdvice -0.294 0.432 -0.726
(2.158) (1.814) (0.547)

HumanAIAdvice -2.046 -1.999 -0.046
× PerfPay (3.906) (3.400) (0.845)
HumanAIAdvice -0.768 -1.729 0.961
× Tourn (3.910) (3.339) (0.931)
Constant 90.163*** 91.859*** 73.510*** 87.179*** 66.331*** 25.528***

(2.175) (2.869) (2.002) (3.690) (2.427) (0.905)

Observations 14,890 9,890 14,890 5,000 9,890 9,890
R-squared 0.178 0.179 0.135 0.188 0.115 0.239
N Participants 1489 989 1489 500 989 989

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by participant. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. All regressions control for apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects.

Overall we find that participants who receive performance pay or compete in a tournament

spend significantly more time on the price estimation task than participants who receive a

fixed payment. However, as models (2), (4), (5), and (6) show, these effects are particularly

pronounced for the advice treatments and in the first estimation stage, where participants form

their own judgement before receiving advice. We find that within advice treatments, whether

the advice has a human component or not (human-AI advice vs. AI advice) has no effect on

time spent on tasks. Effects of incentives on time spent are also positive when considering the

no advice conditions and the final estimation stage (after receiving advice) separately, but do

not reach statistical significance in these models.14

14We note that in the AI advice and human-AI advice conditions the participants spend significantly more
total time on the price estimation tasks than when receiving no advice, but this is just an artefact of our
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TABLE 3: OLS Regressions of Estimation Error on Treatments

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
PerformancePay -0.183 -0.974 -1.930 -1.998

(1.771) (1.613) (4.676) (4.656)
Tournament -2.561 -2.683* -6.158 -6.154

(1.562) (1.407) (4.126) (4.121)
AIAdvice -23.225*** -23.191*** -25.510*** -25.486***

(1.803) (1.796) (3.309) (3.303)
HumanAIAdvice -23.596*** -23.631*** -25.578*** -25.557***

(1.810) (1.804) (3.317) (3.313)
AIAdvice × PerfPay 1.502 1.342

(4.765) (4.768)
AIAdvice × Tourn 5.568 5.557

(4.162) (4.163)
HumanAIAdvice × PerfPay 1.277 1.136

(4.755) (4.750)
HumanAIAdvice × Tourn 4.767 4.516

(4.173) (4.201)
IsFemale = 1 -1.777

(1.419)
Age -0.222*

(0.119)
HasUnivDegree = 1 -0.175

(1.357)
IsAustrian = 1 1.482

(1.199)
Constant 18.155*** 32.074*** 33.345*** 34.713*** 40.242***

(2.700) (2.635) (3.048) (4.301) (6.028)

Observations 14,890 14,890 14,890 14,890 14,890
R-squared 0.055 0.152 0.153 0.154 0.156
N Participants 1489 1489 1489 1489 1489

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by participant. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. All regressions control for apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects.

Estimation Error. In Table 3, we present results from five different OLS regression models

mirroring the models on weight of advice in Table 1, only here with the estimation error as the

dependent variable. The regression models yield highly significant main effects of AI advice and

human-AI advice, which shows that, in our experimental environment, individuals who have

access to an algorithmic decision aid perform substantially better than individuals without

two-stage design in the advice conditions, relative to the one stage in the no advice condition.
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such aid. The effects of financial incentives through performance pay or a tournament on the

estimation error are negative throughout all models (implying a positive effect on performance).

However, they do not reach statistical significance (with the exception of a weakly significant

negative effect of tournament incentives in model (3)).

IV.D Additional Insights from the Post-Experiment Questionnaire

Our post-experimental questionnaire obtained information on participants’ attitudes and per-

ceptions of the experimental tasks, allowing for some sanity checks of our results and explorative

analysis of mechanisms. In Table 4, we display results from regressing the weight of advice on

items from the post-experiment questionnaire and participants’ demographic characteristics,

while controlling for experimental conditions as well as apartment, order, and subject pool

fixed effects.

In the first model (1), we include six items that measure how familiar participants are

with the experimental task of estimating prices of Airbnb apartments in Vienna. We find that

individuals who have previously used the online platform Airbnb to book an apartment have a

significantly lower weight of advice, while self-reported unfamiliarity with the price estimation

task15 is positively related to participants’ advice utilization. Self-assessed knowledge of Vienna,

residency in Vienna, and previous use of an AI algorithm in a similar task are not associated

with participants’ weight of advice.

The second model (2) focuses on three personality characteristics of participants. We find

that task enjoyment as well as the willingness to take risks are unrelated to advice utilization.

Interestingly, we obtain a significant negative effect of overconfidence on the weight of advice.

The binary indicator overconfidence equals 1 if a participant overestimated his or her own

ability to correctly estimate prices of Airbnb apartments (i.e., the actual average relative error

is greater than the expected average relative error). In model (3) we include questionnaire

items from models (1) and (2) simultaneously and all of our inferences remain unchanged.

In the fourth model (4), we find a significant positive association between participants’ per-

ception of the algorithm as a credible source of advice in the price estimation task and their

weight of advice. Furthermore, we observe a significant positive relation between participants’

self-stated use of algorithmic advice and the measured weight of advice, as well as a significant

negative relation between their self-stated use of contextual information and the weight of ad-

vice. These results on self-stated variables serve as sanity checks for our results on observational

variables.

15The construct “unfamiliarity” is based on three items that ask participants how (un)familiar they are with
the price setting of Airbnb apartments in Vienna.
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TABLE 4: OLS Regressions of Weight of Advice on Questionnaire Items

(1) (2) (3) (4)
IsFemale -0.013 -0.015 -0.017 -0.006

(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011)
Age 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
HasUnivDegree -0.022* -0.024* -0.017 -0.017

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.012)
IsAustrian -0.021 -0.027** -0.025** -0.007

(0.013) (0.012) (0.013) (0.011)
Resident of Vienna [0/1] 0.013 0.015

(0.024) (0.024)
Self-assessed Vienna knowledge [0-10] -0.002 -0.003

(0.004) (0.004)
Has used Airbnb [0/1] -0.055*** -0.054***

(0.015) (0.014)
× Has used Airbnb in Vienna [0/1] 0.001 0.003

(0.017) (0.017)
Unfamiliarity with task [0-10, avg. of 3 items] 0.011*** 0.010***

(0.003) (0.003)
Previously used AI in similar task [0/1] 0.022 0.012

(0.018) (0.018)
Task enjoyment [0-10] -0.003 0.001

(0.003) (0.003)
Willingness to take risks [0-10] 0.003 0.004

(0.003) (0.003)
Overconfident (real error > exp. error) [0/1] -0.069*** -0.064***

(0.013) (0.013)
AI is credible source for task [0-10] 0.013***

(0.003)
Self-stated use of alg. advice [0-100%] 0.003***

(0.000)
Self-stated use of context info [0-100%] -0.002***

(0.000)
Constant 0.446*** 0.507*** 0.466*** 0.386***

(0.055) (0.051) (0.063) (0.050)

Observations 9,711 9,711 9,711 9,711
R-squared 0.041 0.038 0.049 0.085
N Participants 989 989 989 989

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by participant. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. All regressions control for apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects.
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TABLE 5: OLS Regressions of Questionnaire Answers on

Treatments

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Task AIgorithm is Use of Use of

enjoyment Credible Algorithm context info
PerformancePay -0.445*** 0.206 7.779*** -0.591

(0.121) (0.139) (1.823) (1.215)
Tournament -0.376*** 0.291** 6.988*** 0.443

(0.118) (0.137) (1.741) (1.176)
AIAdvice 0.662***

(0.124)
HumanAIAdvice 0.755*** 0.219* 2.900** -0.399

(0.125) (0.112) (1.455) (0.986)
Constant 7.505*** 6.024*** 47.086*** 82.298***

(0.148) (0.193) (2.200) (1.521)

Observations 1,489 989 989 989
R-squared 0.050 0.009 0.029 0.001

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate statistical sig-
nificance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. All regressions control for subject
pool fixed effects.

In Table 5 we report regression results where we use the questionnaire items not as predictors

of weight of advice but rather as dependent variables. In column 1, we regress task enjoyment

on our treatment dummies for performance pay, tournament, AI advice, and human-AI advice,

while controlling for subject pool fixed effects. Our findings indicate that incentivized par-

ticipants perceive the task as significantly less enjoyable than unincentivized participants who

receive a fixed payment. Presumably, the incentive-induced pressure to perform well under-

mines individuals’ intrinsic task motivation. Further, participants who receive advice from an

AI or a human-AI framed algorithm enjoy the task of estimating apartment prices more than

individuals who do not receive advice. An explanation could be that by receiving algorithmic

advice, the task is perceived to be easier and less strenuous, increasing participants’ intrinsic

task motivation.

The regression reported in model (2) relates the perceived credibility of the algorithm to

our treatment conditions. Participants who receive incentives perceive the algorithm to be a

more credible source of advice than participants who receive a fixed payment, but the effect

is significant only for the tournament condition. When the algorithm is framed as human-AI

advice, the perceived source credibility is significantly higher than when the algorithm is framed

as AI advice.
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In model (3) we regress participants’ self-reported use of the algorithm on our incentive and

algorithm framing treatments. In line with our results on observed weight of advice, we find

that performance pay and tournament incentives are significantly and positively related to the

stated extent of algorithm use. This provides corroborating evidence that financial incentives

have a positive effect on algorithmic advice utilization. We also observe that participants in

the human-AI advice condition self-report to rely significantly more on the algorithm than

participants in the AI advice condition. In model (4) we regress participants’ self-reported use

of contextual information on treatment indicators but do not observe significant effects.

IV.E Discussion

Competing Hypotheses 1a and 1b. Our first set of hypotheses posits the tension between

(1a) previous research suggesting that financial incentives “backfire” in the presence of algo-

rithmic decision-aids due to increased but unproductive individual effort, and (1b) economic-

theory-based reasoning that financial incentives translate into more use of a sufficiently accurate

algorithm.

As described in our discussions of Table 1, we find evidence that individuals who are com-

pensated with performance-based or tournament incentives rely significantly more on the algo-

rithmic advice in our task than individuals who receive a fixed payment, providing support for

Hypothesis 1b rather than hypothesis 1a. The explanation for Hypothesis 1a includes increased

individual effort, while a prediction of standard utility theory is ambiguous in our experimental

setup: financial incentives may increase effort into individual (first-stage) estimates but may

reduce effort in advised (second-stage) estimates because the decision-maker would follow the

advice instead of doing (more) effortful analyses. Our finding that overall effort increases with

financial incentives, mainly due to increased time in the initial estimate formation, is consistent

with both mechanisms.

In terms of performance, we observe that individuals who receive tournament incentives

make better price estimations than individuals who receive a fixed payment, but these effects

are not statistically significant in most cases. However, these results are clearly not in line with

Hypothesis 1a, which predicted a backfiring effect of financial incentives on performance.

The question why – in face of a clearly advantageous AI prediction aid – a (significantly)

higher weight of advice in treatments with financial incentives does not directly translate into

lower prediction error, is not straightforward to answer. The final prediction error is not only

subject to the weight of advice but also to the initial estimate performance as well as other

idiosyncratic effects when submitting the second estimate. It appears that while heterogeneity

in weight of advice is small enough to identify treatment effects of financial incentives, signif-
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icant heterogeneity in initial estimates in our experimental task and other noise obfuscate a

translation to smaller estimation errors.16

Thus, our experimental findings provide a more nuanced picture on how incentives influence

the interaction between human decision-makers and algorithms. While we find support for the

presumption that incentives trigger decision-makers to exert more effort, we do not observe that

this additional effort undermines algorithm use. Rather, financial incentives lead to a higher re-

liance on algorithmic advice, and effects on performance are non-negative. Overall, our results

indicate that financial incentives help (and not hinder) decision-making with algorithmic advice.

Hypothesis 2. Our second hypothesis postulates that decision-makers with tournament

incentives rely less on algorithmic advice and as a consequence perform worse than decision-

makers with performance-based incentives. Although our empirical results are directionally

consistent with this prediction in terms of the weight of advice, the differences between

performance-based and tournament incentives are rather small and typically do not reach

statistical significance.17 Both types of financial incentives lead to consistently higher algo-

rithm use, more effort, and no performance drop, compared to fixed payments. Therefore,

we conclude that both, performance-based and tournament incentives, have positive effects in

decision-making tasks with algorithmic advice.

Hypothesis 3. Based on a contemporaneous stream of research on algorithm aversion, which

suggests that decision-makers prefer to receive advice from human experts rather than algo-

rithms, we hypothesize that reliance on algorithmic advice is higher when an algorithm is framed

as also considering human expertise. The results of our experiment provide support for this

hypothesis. Individuals’ weight of advice is higher when the algorithm is presented as human-

augmented. The positive effect of the human-AI framing on advice utilization is particularly

strong for individuals with fixed-pay contracts, while it has little effect on individuals with

performance-based or tournament contracts. Findings from the post-experiment questionnaire

corroborate this conclusion, in that the perceived credibility of the human-AI framed advice is

16Simulations that reduce heterogeneity/noise in weight of advice and initial estimates across the sample lend
some support to this conjecture. They are reported and discussed in Supplementary Appendix B. Heterogeneity
may also be non-random. For example, if, in line with Hypothesis 1a, financial incentives let participants put
more unproductive effort into initial estimates such that initial errors are higher, but also lead to a higher weight
of advice, then the net effect on eventual estimation errors may be zero. However, we do not find support for
such a mechanism: effects of financial incentives on initial estimate errors in the advice treatment conditions
are statistically non-significant (and mostly negative). See again Supplementary Appendix B.

17One reason why we only find small differences between effects of individual performance-based and tourna-
ment incentives could be that, in order to keep stake sizes and payoff ranges similar, we used an arguably rather
weak form of tournament contracts (one loser and one winner in each pair). Any differences may have been
more pronounced if we had used a tournament design with higher competition and a larger spread of payoffs
(e.g., the best performing individual out of all participants receives a large reward of EUR 1,000).
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higher compared to the AI advice. Thus, we conclude that subtle changes in the framing of an

otherwise identical algorithm may have substantial effects on acceptance of algorithmic advice,

especially for decision-makers who are not exposed to more direct monetary incentives.

V Conclusion

We investigate how the design of decision-makers’ compensation contracts and the framing

of an artificial intelligence algorithm influence advice utilization, exerted effort, and eventual

performance. Results from our high-powered experimental study show that, even though algo-

rithm aversion may exist in some task settings, financial incentives do not generally “backfire”

in terms of how they motivate decision-makers to consider (augmented) algorithmic advice in

their judgements. In our contemporary setting with a contextually-rich price estimation task,

we find that decision-makers with performance-based or tournament incentives rely significantly

more on algorithmic advice than decision-makers who receive a fixed payment. We also observe

that the use of the algorithmic decision aid is stronger when the involvement of human ex-

perts in the development of the AI algorithm is highlighted to decision-makers, particularly for

decision-makers with fixed-pay contracts. Thereby, our study contributes not only to concur-

rent academic literature on algorithm aversion in disciplines such as accounting, management,

economics, and psychology, but also to managerial practice.

However, as every study, our experiment is subject to limitations, which provide ample op-

portunities for future research. First, we use a specific context-rich task in which participants

have to estimate the prices of Airbnb apartments. To the best of our knowledge, no prior study

has used this particular task, which might limit the comparability of our findings. In light

of research showing that algorithm aversion is a task-dependent phenomenon (Castelo et al.,

2019; Hertz and Wiese, 2019), it could well be the case that our findings are not generalizable

to other, more subjective tasks used in previous studies, such as detecting emotions, predicting

the funniness of jokes, or providing dating advice. Second, to the best of our knowledge, we

are also the first study that directly compares decision-makers’ reliance on “AI advice” with

“human-framed AI advice” instead of the typically used “human expert advice”. Although, we

would expect directionally similar results when using purely human expert advice, these effects

remain an open empirical question to explore. Third, as most laboratory experiments, we rely

on student participants. Although we use a broad sample of undergraduate and postgraduate

students from three different universities, one could argue that older and more experienced

individuals may behave differently when it comes to using advice from algorithmic decision

aids. However, it is less clear why treatment effects would be different for a different subject

population. Fourth, our experiment intentionally abstracts away from many strategic consid-

erations that typically arise in organizational contexts. For instance, decision-makers within
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firms could expect that by relying on algorithmic advice instead of making own judgments, it

becomes more likely that she or he might eventually be fully replaced by an algorithm. Such a

dynamic perspective on human-algorithm interactions may be a fruitful field of future research.

Finally, in line with our expectations, we find that decision-makers who receive a fixed com-

pensation have a higher weight of advice when the algorithm is framed as including also human

expert judgement than when it is framed as a pure AI algorithm. At the same time, we observe

no significant uptake in advice utilization from such human framing of the algorithmic advice

when decision-makers are compensated with performance-based or tournament incentives. A

potential explanation could be that financial incentives make decision-makers act more ratio-

nally and thus they are less influenced by the framing of the algorithmic advice as long as the

accuracy of the algorithmic prediction is identical. We encourage future research to explore

these questions.
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A Additional tables and figures

TABLE 6: OLS Regressions of time spent on task, with demographics

Time spent on
Dependent Both estimates Initial estimate Final estimate
Conditions All Advice All No Advice Advice

only advice only
Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

PerformancePay 5.224*** 7.274*** 5.036*** 3.551 6.400*** 0.874
(1.566) (2.792) (1.417) (2.454) (2.374) (0.672)

Tournament 4.861*** 6.040** 4.325*** 3.638 5.610*** 0.430
(1.538) (2.548) (1.376) (2.383) (2.134) (0.732)

HumanAIAdvice -0.361 0.361 -0.722
(2.170) (1.826) (0.543)

HumanAIAdvice -1.925 -1.906 -0.019
× PerfPay (3.880) (3.380) (0.837)
HumanAIAdvice -0.940 -1.881 0.941
× Tourn (3.959) (3.392) (0.923)
IsFemale 2.889** 2.332 2.637** 3.497* 2.181 0.151

(1.354) (1.723) (1.217) (2.111) (1.476) (0.403)
Age 0.265* 0.412** 0.203 -0.030 0.304* 0.108***

(0.149) (0.189) (0.129) (0.200) (0.166) (0.037)
HasUnivDegree -2.758* -3.652** -1.994 0.070 -3.188** -0.464

(1.452) (1.835) (1.304) (2.348) (1.592) (0.394)
IsAustrian -2.785** -2.897 -2.201* -2.766 -1.884 -1.013**

(1.394) (1.821) (1.227) (2.043) (1.538) (0.456)
Constant 85.420*** 84.626*** 69.623*** 87.228*** 60.900*** 23.726***

(4.121) (5.460) (3.637) (6.070) (4.675) (1.379)

Observations 14,890 9,890 14,890 5,000 9,890 9,890
R-squared 0.181 0.183 0.138 0.192 0.118 0.243
N Participants 1489 989 1489 500 989 989

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by participant. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% level, respectively. All regressions control for apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects.
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B Exploring the relationship between weight of advice and final estimate

error

In this section we aim to explore why a significant increase in weight of advice due to financial

incentives did not translate into a statistically significant reduction in the final estimation error.

Our suspicion is that since the final estimation error depends on several factors such as initial

estimates and weight of advice, heterogeneity in these may be responsible for the (mostly)

non-significance of our results on the effects of financial incentives on final estimation errors.

Our approach here is to separately remove heterogeneity in either initial estimates or in

weight of advice, and to explore how our analysis results respond. In Table 7 we report

results from four regressions using data from the advice conditions. All models use treat-

ment indicators and their interactions as independents. In order to also single out the effect

of performance pay and tournament incentives within the Human AI advice conditions, we

also report results from post-estimation f-tests on whether the joint effects PerformancePay

+ HumanAIAdvice×PerformancePay and Tournament + HumanAIAdvice×Tournament are

estimated to be significantly different from zero.

Model (1) regresses the error in the initial estimate (before receiving advice) on treatment

indicators. The results show that there is no evidence that financial incentives would affect

the error in initial estimates. The effects for tournament incentives are always statistically

not significant, the effect of performance pay is not significant with regular AI advice and

even statistically significantly negative in the Human AI condition. This is inconsistent with

a potential mechanism whereby financial incentives at the same time increase error in initial

estimates (before advice) and weight of advice, such that both would cancel out each other.

The other three models use simulated final estimates as dependent variables. For the “Sim-

ulated Final Estimate 1” (regressed in model (2)), we take the individual estimates of partic-

ipants, but assume that all participants in a treatment condition use a weight of advice equal

to the average weight of advice in their treatment condition. That is, we take out any within-

treatment heterogeneity in weight of advice. We find that under this simulation, performance

pay reduces error in both advice conditions while the effects for tournament pay are negative

but not significant.

The “Simulated Final Estimate 2” (regressed in model (3)) reduces noise in weight of advice

in a different way. Instead of using the “raw” weight of advice calculated from comparing the

individual initial and final estimate, we use the estimated weight of advice for this observation

(based on model 4 presented in Table 1) in order to augment the initial estimate and arrive at

the final estimate. The results are almost the same as with the first simulation: performance

pay reduces participants’ estimate error but tournament pay does not.
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TABLE 7: OLS Regressions exploring effects of weight of advice on error in final

estimate error

Error Initial Error Simulated Error Simulated Error Simulated
Estimate Final Estimate 1 Final Estimate 2 Final Estimate 3

(1) (2) (3) (4)
PerformancePay -0.595 -1.459** -1.335** -0.335**

(1.119) (0.624) (0.585) (0.138)
Tournament 0.662 -0.546 -0.394 -0.056

(1.275) (0.728) (0.692) (0.142)
HumanAIAdvice 1.721 0.060 0.014 -0.274*

(1.345) (0.764) (0.705) (0.141)
HumanAIAdvice × PerfPay -2.163 -0.265 -0.241 0.536***

(1.714) (0.935) (0.872) (0.199)
HumanAIAdvice × Tourn -2.772 -0.767 -0.856 -0.631***

(2.003) (1.108) (1.032) (0.204)
Constant 33.634*** 19.714*** 17.600*** 3.457***

(2.555) (1.423) (1.268) (0.197)

Observations 9,890 9,890 9,890 9,711
R-squared 0.103 0.166 0.176 0.792
N Participants 989 989 989 989

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by participant. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%,
and 1% level, respectively. All regressions control for apartment, order, and subject pool fixed effects.

Finally, the “Simulated Final Estimate 3” (regressed in model (4)) removes a different

kind of heterogeneity: the one in initial estimates. When calculating the final estimate for

each participant and apartment, it uses the average initial estimate across all participants

for this treatment condition and apartment, and augments it with the given advice using

the participant’s individual weight of advice for this task. Under this simulation of the final

estimate, performance pay significantly reduces error in the AI advice condition but has no

significant effect in the human-AI condition, while it is the other way around for tournament

pay : it reduces error when the AI is human-augmented but not when it is not.

The three simulation models show that heterogeneity both in terms of weight of advice

and initial estimates may be responsible for the statistical null result of financial incentives on

estimation error, since removing these types of heterogeneity leads to significant effects (albeit

not consistently).
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C Screenshots of experimental instructions and decision screens

Screenshot 1: Welcome screen, payment information, and consent form

Screenshot 2: Filtering question

Screenshot 3: Ground rules of the study
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Screenshot 4: Basic task description

Screenshot 5: Detailed task description and comprehension questions
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Screenshot 6: Example visualization of an Airbnb listing
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Screenshot 7: Detailed instructions on the AI Algorithm (only AI treatments)
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Screenshot 8: Detailed instructions on the Human-framed AI Algorithm
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Screenshot 9: Example of Airbnb listing with algorithmic advice

Screenshot 10: Compensation contract details – fixed payment
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Screenshot 11: Compensation contract details – tournament incentives (as shown to

treatment groups without algorithmic advice)
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Screenshot 12: Compensation contract details – performance-based incentives (as shown to

treatment groups with algorithmic advice)
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Screenshot 13: Attention check (same for all treatment groups)

Screenshot 14: Example Airbnb listing – without algorithmic advice (treatment groups)
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Screenshot 15: Example Airbnb listing – with AI advice
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Screenshot 16: Example Airbnb listing – with human-framed AI advice
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Screenshot 17: Post experiment questionnaire – demographics
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Screenshot 18: Post experiment questionnaire – Risk taking measure

Screenshot 19: Post experiment questionnaire – Task enjoyment measure

Screenshot 20: Post experiment questionnaire – Overconfidence measure
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Screenshot 21: Post experiment questionnaire – Information reliance measures (bottom

question only shown in algorithmic advice treatments)

Screenshot 22: Post experiment questionnaire – Unfamiliarity questions
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Screenshot 23: Post experiment questionnaire – Source credibility measure and free text (only

shown in algorithmic advice treatments)

Screenshot 24: Final screen and contact details form
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